
EL CID DIREKT OPTIK 3-2-1 OPEN TOURNAMENT RULES 
23rd and 24th  October 2020 

 

All entrants must be a current Spanish Federated member of a registered bowls club. 

 

The Tournament will be played on a Round Robin group basis, with 20 Teams (2 groups x 10 teams) 

playing 4 RANDOM DRAWN matches each from their Group. The Tournament will be played under 

Current World Bowls“Laws of the Sport of Bowls in Spain – Crystal Mark Edition, with the following 

amendments: 

 

1. Start of play will be as per the ‘Order of Play’.  

2. All players to report to the control 20 minutes before their first match on the first day of the 

Tournament and paid the entry fee of 18 euros.  

3. Team Captains should collect the score cards, 1 per match, from control 10 minutes prior to 

commencement of play. The team on the left hand side of the score card shall maintain the card and 

the other team shall maintain the scoreboard. 

4. Each team shall consist of any 3 players. Each match shall be played over a maximum of 18 ends in 

three sections as follows:  6 ends max. Triples, 6 ends max. Pairs and 6 ends max. Singles 

5. Each match will start and complete no more than two hours later, whereupon a bell will be rung and 

only an end in play at the bell may be completed. A delivered and centred jack constitutes an end in 

play. If a jack is delivered but is illegal and the bell sounds it will be replaced on the 2 meter mark. 

6. Players must play in the same position throughout all sections of a match of the Tournament, but 

may change position in subsequent matches. 

7. All players to use their same 3 bowls throughout the Tournament. 
 
Scoring 
Each section of the match shall be scored separately, starting each section from zero. 
Each section of the match scores 2 points for a win and 1 point for a draw. 
An extra 2 points will be added by control for an overall shot advantage over the 3 sections. 1 point will be 
added to each team if the shot difference is zero. 
If the points are equal, the shot difference will decide the winners. 
No shows or late arrivals will result in 8 points being awarded to the opponents and a 12-0 shot difference 
applied. 
 
Other 
There will be NO TRIAL ENDS. One shot only to count on the first end of the triples section. 
Owing to the short number of ends in each section of the match, in the event of a dead end, the end will 
not be replayed; instead the jack will be centred on the 2 metre mark or nearest point in front of the ‘T’ 
and play will continue. In the event of the jack being put out of play with the last bowl of the end, the jack 
will still be placed on the 2 metre mark or nearest point in front of the ‘T’, and then the shots will be 
decided. If the jack goes out of the rink when cast, normal rules will apply but see Rule 5. 
Teams will toss to determine possession of the mat at the start of the first section; thereafter the winners 
of the last end of the previous section have possession of the mat. 
Skips may visit the head after delivering their 2nd wood. (Staying at the head constitutes a visit). A second 
breach during the competition will result in a 2 points deduction 
Each team will supply a marker for the Singles section, one to stand at each end of the rink. 
Score cards must be signed by both Captains and returned to control after each match. 
Substitutions will only be permitted subject to the Tournament Committee’s approval. 
Once scores have been entered into the scoring matrix, any scorecard mistakes will not be rectified. 
Both the skips in each game must ensure that before signing the scorecards; 

A. The full names in the team are entered and are correct with the team name.  
B. The scorecard is correct with the scoreboard at the end of each section and on completion of the 
game. 


